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STructured unconventional reactors for CO2 -fRee Methane catalytic crackING
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Decarbonization of H2 
production by 
bio(methane) 
decomposition



Catalytic Methane 

decomposition
CH4(g)  C(s) + 2H2(g) ΔH0

298K = 74.5 kJ/mol

Challenges:

- Carbon has a twofold deactivation effect:

- Deactivation catalytic sites 

- Clogging of the reactor

- Heat transfer

Type of carbon depends on reaction conditions and catalyst



STructured unconventional reactors for CO2 -fRee Methane catalytic crackING

To develop breakthrough structured catalytic reactors powered by renewable electricity to simultaneously

produce CO2-free or CO2-negative H2 and high-quality carbon nanotubes, CNTs, in a continuous

technology that could be deployed in a sustainable manner.



Production of captive H2 (on-site production) and the capture of C from the CH4 as CNTs, an economic credit

that reduces the delivered net cost of H2.

Early-stage breakthrough catalytic technologies

powered by renewable energy to

 overcome CH4 cracking challenges

 match with the final H2 application, the type of

feedstock, and the supply of renewable energy

 be easily and quickly scalable to produce H2 at

similar prices to those of grey H2

Catalysts and catalytic reactors operating in a

continuous mode with maximized efficiency.

Parallel reactors: cyclic mode



Heat transfer: 

Electrified reactors
Three complementary structured catalytic reactors powered by renewable energy

Electrification of 
structured reactors



Fe-based structured 

catalysts or materials
Devices with advanced design, easy production, and high adaptation.

Combination of geometry and composition to better control:

- Heating:

Resistance for Joule Heating

Dielectric properties to absorb MWs

Ferromagnetic materials for Induction Heating

- Pressure drop

- Heat and mass transfer

- Mechanical stability

- Activity

Complex process dynamics

Fe-based catalysts selective for CNTs growth

 non-toxic & easily available

 more active and stable at high temperature than Ni

Chemical scissor protocols (waste-free) to harvest CNTs

and regenerate the catalyst

Smart rational 

design



Impacts STORMING 

technology



TRL9

Fixed bed reactor

~100-1000 kgH2/d

Pathway to 

TRL9

Fluidized bed reactor

~100’-10000 kgH2/d

Indicate the end TRL of your project. Once your 
project will be over, what is needed to achieve the 
consortium vision?
TO BE FINISHED

Validation of the most 
promising catalytic 

technology 
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